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Abstract

The possibility that annihilation is a major source of energy in

cosmic physics is discussed. Since Klein suggested that the Universe

might be matter-antimatter symmetric over two decades ago, there have

been a significant number of papers developing the consequences of this

view. These have however been largely ignored in the general literature.

There have also been a number of papers claiming to prove that there can-

not be antimatter anywhere in the observable Universe. In the first part

of this paper an assessment of the differing views is given and it is shown

that none of the arguments against antimatter is convincing. The existence

of antimatter is not in conflict with any observational fact. The reason

for the negative attitude toward the existence of antimatter seems to be

that this view is in conflict with a number of speculative but "generally

accepted" theories. However, recent magnetospheric and heliospheric

research, including in situ measurements of cosmic plasmas, is now

drastically changing cosmic plasma physics in a way that leads to growing

skepticism about quite a few of the speculative theories.

An attempt is made to develop a simple phenomenological model

of QSOs based on star-antistar collisions. This model can account for such

basic observational properties as the acceleration to very large (non-

cosmologicaDvelocitiea, the existence of broad emission lines, and at the

same time narrow absorption lines with different redshifts. The absence

of blue-shifts is also explained. The model predicts that relatively young

QSOs should be at cosmological distances whereas the old ones may very

well be much clocer to us than indicated by their redshift.
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I. ANNIHILATION A5 A SOURCE OF EMEF.Cy

1:1. Existenca of antimatter

During the last decade a number 01 celestial objects have been

discovered in which the release of energy is too targe to be accounted

for by nuclear reactions. Without introducing new laws of physics

there are only two possible sources of energy, viz, annihilation and

gravitational energy. Quite a few theories have been proposed in which

annihilation is supposed to deliver the energy (see tor example, Alfven 196a,

1971, 1977; Elvius 1969; and Omne's 1969) but in the recent discussion

the interest is so completely focussed on gravitation as a source of

energy that the annihilation theories are usually not even mentioned. To

the extent the annihilation taboo is rationally motivated it seems to be due

to a number of misunderstandings . In reality, although the existence of

antimatter is in conflict with several speculative but more the less

generally accepted theories it is not in obvious conflict with any observa-

tional fact (Alfven 1977). The following points should be remembered:

I: 2. Similarity of electromagnetic radiations from the two kinds of matter

The kind of matter which a celestial body consist» of cannot be

decided by a study of the electromagnetic radiation it emits. The sign

of some magnetic effects (circular Zeemana effect and Faraday rotation)

depend on the kind of matter but also oa the sig,i of the magnetic

field .'v.'id because there i* no independent way of measuring the sign

of the magnetic field no conclusions can He drawn about the kind of

matter.



1:3. Radiations from annihilation processes

Mixing of the two kinds ol matter produce neutrino», X-rays, and

relatiristic electrons-positrons. It has been claimed that if large

quantities of antimatter exist in the Universe such radiations must

be above the measured levels (Steigman 1976). This conclusion

not correct (Thompson and Rogers 1979). Certainly if

we accept the usual picture of interstellar space as filled with a rather

homogeneous plasma in turbulent motion we can exclude the existence of

appreciable quantities of antimatter in our galaxy. However recent

magnetospheric-heliospheric observations compel us to change this view

in a drastic way (Falthammar, Akasofu. and Alfve*n 1978).

h 4. Cellular structure of space

A number of interfaces have been discovered which separate regions

of different magnetization, density, temperature, electron velocity distri-

bution and even chemical composition. Examples are: the magneto-

pause and magnetotail sheaths, the heliospheric equatorial »heath

(earlier erroneously referred to as "sector structure) and similar

•heaths in the Jovian magnetosphere and possibly also in the cometary

tails.

These sheaths are caused by electric surface currents (Alfve"n 1977). They

are sometimes very thin (down to a tew times the ion Larmour radius).

It is almost impossible to detect them from a distance. A spacecraft

usually sees no indications of such .-. -h.v.:;-. uici'. it actually passes it.



As it is unlikely that cosmic plasmas have such properties only

in those regions which are accessible to spacecraft diagnostics, it is

legitimate to conclude that space in general has a 'cellular structure '.

although this is almost impossible to observe unless a spacecraft pene-

trates the "cell walls" (current sheaths). A revision of our concept

of the properties of interstellar (and intergalactic) space is an inevitable

constituent in the thorough revision of the theory of astrophysical

plasmas which necessarily will follow iron-, recent magneto spheric

discoveries (Falthixnmar, Akasofu, and Alfve'n 1978).

The new picture of the properties of space voids the objections

against the existence of antimatter »vithin our galaxy. We, are not

in conflict with any observational faces if we assume chat there are cells

containing antimatte: adjacent Co celi.a with koinomat:ter and separated

from these by Leidenfrost layers. In two papers Lehncrt !'?77, 1978) has studied

such layers theoretically. In his first paper he assumes a homogeneous

magnetic field parallel to the interface, in the second a combination be-

tween a Leidenfrost layer and a current sheath of the type observed in

the magneto pause. As we know from observations that the current

sheaths in the magnetosphere-heliosphere have a high degree of stability

we can expect that even when combined with a Leidenfrost layer it

•hculd be stable. As an example, suppose that the solar wind consisted



of antimatter. When reaching th.e maguetooaus*:, it would be def.octed

in the same way as the present solar wind and very little antimatter

would penetrate through the magnetopause.

I: 5. Annihilation in cosmic clouds

If the universe is symmetric with regard to koinomatter-antimatter ,

or if there exists a considerable quantity of antimatter, the re are a number

of situations in which annihilation ma<. be important.

The first case we should consider is an encounter between cosmic

clouds of opposite matter.

Annihilation processes produce a repulsion between the clouds

and according to recent investigations by Thompson and Rogers (1979) lea- to

an establishment of more or less stationary Leidenxrost layers of e s -

sentially the types studied by Lehnert. The total radiation from such a

layer is calculated And only under extraordinary circumstances should it

lead to the emission of a measurable quantity of y-rays.

I: 6 . Bodies falling into a star of opposite kind of matter

Our second example refers to the fall of a small body

19(e .g . , of the size of an asteroid or a come tar y nucleus» typically 10 g)

into a star. When th< solid body hits the photosphere of the star, a burn-

out takes place in a few minutes. This seems to account tor the x-ray burst

{Sofia and Van Horn 1974, Vincent 1976). The time constants of the rapid



variations as well as the total emitted energy »re of the expected order 01

magnitude, and the frequency of the events is reconcilable with the

expected collision frequency.

The size spectrum of most groups of celestial bodies shows a

rapid increase in number with decreasing size (see e.g. Dohnani 1976).

Hence we should expect a large number of very small y-ray bursts.

Such bursts have actually been observed, mainly from balloons. See for

example White et al. (1978).

Going to larger bodies we should remember that in the solar system

11 4
there are supposed to be 10 cornets and 10 observable asteroids

but the number of bodies of the size of satellites and planets is much

smaller. If we take this distribution as representative of the size distri-

bution of bodies in our galaxy which a randomly moving star is likely to

collide with, we should expect that with increasing mass of the im-

pacting body the number of events should decrease rapidly. At the

same time the quantity of emitted y-rays should increase so that the

X-ray bursts become more conspicuous. However already in the ordinary

y-ray burst the y-ray emission is limited by absorption in the gas

cloud produced by the evaporation of the small body (Thompson 1978)

and most of the observed y-rays are due to secondary processes in this

cloud. As the size of the evaporated cloud will increase with the size

of the impacting body and, moreover, the burn-up will be retarded so that

ultimately it takes place under a cover of massive layers of the upper

photosphere, there will be a saturation in. the increase in size of

the y-ray burst (cf Figure 1).



The relativistic e e eas which also is pr-duc«d b v a.-'Tvhilation

is not subject to the same saturation. In fact--as will be discussed in

detail later--it is likely to be emitted, even from large depths, in the

form of jets or bubbles, which expand in the surroundings of the celestial

body. In the presence of magnetic fields this component will emit

synchrotron radiation, detectable at radio wave lengths and perhaps

also much shorter wave-lengths. Hence we should expect that the

X-ray burst should be accompanied by radio bursts, and also that there

should be similar much larger radio bursts but with a much smaller

frequency.

The neutrinos can of course not be appreciably absorbed but as

our recorders are not sensitive enough we cannot get any information

from them (Thompson and Rogers 1979).

In the next section we shall treat two cases of collisions between

condensed bodies, viz, when a star of solar dimensions is hit by a

"medium size" body, say of terrestrial mass, md when the impacting

body is of stellar mass.

1:7. Continuous X-ray background radiation

The rclativisitic e e" gas which is emitted in these events (and

also in those to be discussed in Section II) will expand out in space, and

will eventually fill intergalactic space. As shown by C ax lq vist and

Laurent (1976 a, b) it should be possible to observe it there because starlight

shining on it will produce x-rays cue to the inverse Compton effect.



IB thia way they explain the observed continuous X-ray background

radiation without any ad hoc assumptions. The theoretical spectrum

agreea well with the obaerved spectrum, and the intensity is of an

acceptable order of magnitude.

Objectiona to thia interpretation have been raised by Steigman (1976)

but Carlqviat and Laurent (1976 b) have demonatrated that they are

not valid. (See alao Thompeon and Rogera 1979.)



II. MODEL OF A STAR CONTAINING BOTH KINDS ";F MATTER

In order to initiate a discussion on the possible oroperties of

Annihilation as a source of energy for QSOs we snail discuss two simple

models called Ambistar Model I and Ambistar Model II. As our aixr.

is only to get a general qualitative picture, we shall c on tine ourselves

to the case when a star of solar dimensions is hit by a body of an opposite

kind of matter which may be much smaller (Model I) or of comparable

size (Model II). Outlines of these models have already been discussed

in an earlier paper (Alfvln 1978). The observational results which we

use for comparison are mostly taken from Burbidge, Jones, and O'Dell

(1974) and a number of papers in Physica Scripta, Vol. Hj No. 3 (1978).

11:1 Ambistar Model I

We assume that a star is impacted by a body of the opposite

kind of matter which is much smaller but still large enough not to burn

up immediately (which probably means » 10 g). After a very

violent but brief initial phase (order of minutes) the matter of the im-

pacting body will be a part of a composite star ("ambistar") containing

both kinds of matter separated by a Leidenfrost layer. After a transient

period (probably less than 100 years) the i!o* oi energy inside the ambi-

star may reach a quasistationary state. In the separating layer

annihilation will produce neutrinos, y-rays, and a relativiatic e e ?as.



Because of the high temperature 'his r^vjion 13 likely ro stav it *.Se

surf a- e of the arnbistar. Wr shall discuss a highly simplified model

of ths situation which is likely to occur.

We represent the photosphere of the ambistar by a plane a1 a"

(see Figure 3). The matter M. originating from the inf ailing body is

supposed to be confined inside a circular cylinder with the radius R

and the height h . It is separated from the rest of che star M2 by a circu-

lar Leidenfrost layer P called the production region where all the

annihilation is supposed to take place, and the cylindrical shell with

thickness A which we shall call the exhaust channel £ . We neglect the

annihilation which takes place in this.

We introduce the following notat'ons:

Gravitational pressure at p

h

p g * o p g z

with p = density, g = gravitational force, z = distance below the surface.

Gas pressure p of the relativistic e e gas which has the average energy

8 -4
eV (= 0. 5« 10 ev = 10" erg) and density n.

Pr = neVa (2)

Rate of annihilation N sec" over surface rR . As 1/6 of the

total annihilation energy goes into kinetic energy of e e we have

2
c dM 24 dM

1 a a " 6 d t ° . ' a " ' dt

dMwhere —,— is the total mass loss (of hall koinoniatter a*.i half antinatter).at



Thickness t oi the exhaust channel. Hence the cross-section

of the exhaust channel is 2nR£. As the relativistic gas streams out

with a velocity close to c, the emitted number of e e* is

N = 2TrR£cn sec" (4)

A stationary state requires p = p ; N = N . The output pow^r is

P s c2 ~ = 6NeV = !2rrceV R- « • n = 108R4. n (5)
dt a a

or P = 12:TC RÄ p = 101 2Ri? (6)
g g

II:2. Limit to density of e e gas.

A limit to the density n of the relativistic e e" gas is set by

annihilation (cross-section = c ) . In fact, the mean free path

X = (ne^"1 (7)

muat exceed the path from the production region oat to space. Seen

from the reference system of the electrons the path is shortened relativistically

-1 2 ' 1

to h1 = h Y . with Y - eVft(m -c ) w 100 where m is the rest mass of

as electron. Hence with o = 10 cm*' the saturation limit it

n = [a hi"1 y • 102 6 h"1 (8)
max a

and

Pmax - 12TC
m e c

10



or with the above values

s = 1034 RAh' 1 (10)
m

The pressure at the bottom is

P ^ - ne V = 102 2 h'1 (11)
max a

If the average density in the cylinder is p , its mass M and tbe

gravitation is g we have

Mg * wR2 hPg = n R2 P (12)
• max

With g = 3. 104 cm sec"2 we have M= 101 8 R2 h"1

Putting R = h we obtain

M * 10 1 8 R (13)

With K * 10 cm we nave M • 10 g corresponding

to p= M -̂ — R" s 0.25 • 10" gem" . Hence we see that

in our model the pressure of the relativisitic gas will reach its upper

limit for a mass comparable to that of the Earth.

11



11:3. Energy release in model

43 1
An output of, for example, 10 erg sec" can be obtained with R ~ h and

9
A= 10 cm. The theoretical calculation of A is very difficult. The

thickness of the Lcidenfrost layer should be given by the condition that

the koinomatter aad antimatter become mixed to such an extent as to

give the required annihilation. This depends not only on the thickness t

but also on the m gnetic field and especially on perturbations

due to instabilities. As always the theoretical prediction of plasma

instabilities is extremely difficult. At present the only conclusion we
9

can draw is that there is nothing obviously wrong with the value A - 10 cm.

The mode of burning we have discussed might be stretched to

give one or two orders of magnitude more output (e. g., with R = lOh and

10
A = 10 cm). A still larger annihilation--which ultimately means higher

luminosity--i» possible with other modes of burning but the e e" output

will not be increased very much. Further, we may have outbreaks of

turbulent plasma clouds producing very intense annihilation. Such a state

may be associated with outbursts of y-radiation.

H:4. Emission of y-rays, light, and e e*

Our model has the following proerties:

A. Emission of_ y-£*Y.sj. Very little (except a minute long

v-ray burst at the start).

12



B. Emission of light: One third of the annihilation energy. This

amount goes primarily into V-rays, but as the mass of the layer with

thickness h is likely to be larger than 100 g cm , this is completely

absorbed and re-emitted as light from the stellar surface. The size of

the strongly heated part of the surface may be a few times TTR . The

light pressure will give a force

opposite to the direction of the jet. Here a' is a numerical factor which

it *1 in case all the light is emitted parallel to the jet. If it is emitted

isotopically over a half-sphere we have or' = 0. 5.

C. Emission of relativisitjc gas: One sixth of the annihilation

energy. If it is emitted perpendicular to the surface of the ambistar it

will exert a force

. • I ^
so that the total force is

ft + fe = « c ^ (16)

with a = -i- ( l + 2 * ) (17)
o

13



11:5. Acceleration of an ambiatar

In order to begin with a case which can be treated in a simple

way, we assume that no other force is active (cf. 11:9). In its own frame

dv f
of reference the ambistar is accelerated — = 77 . We confine the

at M

discussion to the simple case when this accleration is parallel to the

orignal velocity u in relation to us. The change of velocity in our system

is

du r (1 - H- ) dv. (18)

This gives

The initial mass of the star is supposed to be M^ « M[ + M, ,

After burn out the mass of the ambistar has decreased to M = M -M .
p 1 2

Integration gives

/ M \ *
- £ = Al (20)

with A4 = # - t and
P »

• a = ~ [log (i + e4) - log (i - ea>] = log (xa+ i)

9n
 3 T [iog (1 + BJ - log (I - BJ\ = log (2 + 1)

P * u P P J p

(2i)

14



4
• 3

The velocities before and after burn out are 0 c and 9 c. In case the
* P

acceleration i» antiparallel to the velocity we should introduce a minus

sign in (20).

11:6. Emission of synchrotron radiation

When the e e gas escapes from the surface of the ambistar,

it will emit synchrotron radiation with the frequency

(23)

1 eB V2
In me

= 3 • 106 YZ B * 3 • 10 1 0B

(with y~ 100). The wave-length is \- B cm.

In order to obtain an emission of optical light ( A = 10" cm) a

magnetic field of 10 gauss is required. Stars with magnetic fields far

in excess of that have been observed, and suns pot fields are of almost the

same order of magnitude. As the very large release of energy may cause

an increase also in the magnetic energy cf the star we cannot rule out

an even higher magnetic field which means that even optical light can be

emitted. However, the decay time of s/r.chrotron emitting sirtctrons is

15



T = 5 .1C 8

Hence even if they travel close to the velocity of light they wil l decay after

having passed a distance

L = c T = 1.5 • 10 1 9 B"2 Y~l = 1.5 - 10 I T B* 2 cm. '25»

2 4 *?
With y = 10 , B - 10 we have L = 1 . 5 - lf> cm. ( assuming the

same magnetic field also below the surface:)this means that h should

9
not exceed —10 cm.

«

Hence we conclude that synchrotron emission of optical light is

possible, but only with the power limitation given by (9 ). Synchrotron

emission in the far infrared (10-100fO is less severely limited.

The energy which can be emitted as synchrotron radiation cannot

exceed 1/6 of me, and is also limited by ( 10). How large fraction

of this which is actually emitted, and the wavelength region in which

the emission takes place, drpend upon 'h« ccomctrv n»?1 •j'Toh '̂.h of the

magnetic in the surrounding oi the ambistar.

The emission of synchrotron radiation will not necessarily be

limited by self-absorption, because the electrons mav Sunch, a phenomenon

well-known from magnetrons.

Remarks on the continuous x-ray background. The emitted e e" will

eventually fill intergaiactic space. As discussed in 1:7 the continu-

ous x-ray background can be explained as inverse Compton effect of

starlight scattered by relativistic e e". The energy spectrum

16



ot the emitted e e is close to the primary annihilation spectrum only

if n is well below the saturation limit (8), and the loss as synchrotron

radiation is negligible. The observed energy spectrum of the x-ray

background agrees well with theoretically expected spectr-am except

near the high energy limit. The deviation, if real, may be due to

synchrotron losses, or self annihilation of e e" in some of the ambistars

which have contributed to the e e gas.

11:7. Stellar collisions

We have now exhausted the list of properties which we can

derive from Ambistar Model I. We want now to proceed to the case

when the impacting body is of stellar mass (comparable with the 'big"

body).

We shall first discuss the moment of collision. In some respects

the collision between two stars of opposite kinds of matter is similar

to the collision between two stars of the same kind of matter. Because

of its importance for the building up of very massiv» stars, especially

in galactic cores, this problem has attracted considerable interest and

has been treated by Spitzer and Suslov, 1966; Mathis, 19 7: Colgate. 1967;

Sanders, 1970; Seidi-: and Cameron, 1972. For a briei sumrnarv see

Suslov

Depending on their medels the different authors reach jomewhs.t

conflicting results. It is obvious that the collision is highly inelastic



and that there is an appreciable probability that two stars collide in

such a way that they form a combined star with a mass which is not very

much smaller than the sum of their masses. The combined star is

heated very much, so that the nuclear release of energy beconries much

enhanced,and it will oscillate violently. However, as the time of collision

is very short ( — 10 sec. 1 most of the oscillations will ^eca*/ rather

rapidly.

If two stars of oppogit* .Ti»ite •• collide it seem» reasonable that

the very brief collision phase is similar. As annihilation is a surface

phenomenon, primarily confined to a layer only a few mean free paths

thick, the release of annihilation energy will not necessarily be large

enough to affect the kinetics of the collision (in an analogy to the release

of nuclear energy).

II: 8. Amblstar Model II

What situation will be established after the transient effects

have decayed, is not very easy to calculate with any high degree of

certainty. We shall make a model (Figure 4) necessarily speculative,

baced on the following two assumptions:

1. We assume that the ambistar rotates and that the rotational axis

coincides with the axis of symmetry in the matter-antimatter configuration

(cf. 11:1 and Figure 3). This means that the direction of emission is spin

stabilized.

18



It seems likely that this could be derived from a detailed analysis

of the stability of an ambistar, but as the analysis may be difficult and

has not yet been made, we must so far consider it as an assumption.

2. We assume that the properties we have derived from Model I

are essentially valid also for an encounter between two stars of compar-

able mass.

Because the problem of the matter-antimatter configuration is

very difficult--and as theoretical predictions in plasma physics always

are precarious--this is the only thing we can c!o before a detailed ambistar

model is worked out.

Ambistar Model I was derived under the simplifying assumption that

the colliding stars have very different masses. However acceleration of

an ambistar to very high velocities requires that a large fraction of its

mass is burned up, which means that the two stars of opposite matter

must have masses which are not very different. Hence the following

conclusions can be drawn only under the condition that a generalized

model caa be worked out which gives similar results as our simple model.

As z as a function of * is as exponential, very large z values are

relatively easily reached.

19



a
As an example (z + l ) / ( z + 15 = 2 means •A* = 0 .3 and (M /M ) = 1.p a a p

With o = 0 .5 or 0 .25 this means M / m = 4 or 16, implying

* 3/5 or 15/17.

H:9. Solar wind emission

The excessive heating of a limited region of the amV.st:i: avrface

is likely to cause a very intense solar wind emitted radially from this

region. The velocity /9 e u r c (at infinity) of our present solar wind is

of the order of the escape velocity . An increased supply of energy

is not likely to increase it very much, but the density can be expected

to go up. Compared to the accelerating force resulting from light

pressure and emission of relativisitic e e" gas, the solar wind recoil

gives an increase in the force/energy ratio by a factor $ but a

decrease in the force/(ma«a loss) ratio by a factor P . If ft ~ 3. 10

a solar wind may be of decisive importance for the evolution of an

ambistar.

Of special importance is whether the emitted masa derives from

the big body or the small body component. Our simple model can not be

expected to clarify such ? "second order effect". We have at least four

alternatives:

20



A. Equal amounts of both kinds of matter are ejected.

B. The emission consists essentially of matter from the small body.

C. The emission consists essentially of matter from the big body.

D. The state of emission oscillates more or less regularly between

B and C .

Handwaving arguments for any of these alternatives are easy to

give, but--especially as predictions in plasma physics uaually are

precarious "the arguments are not very convincing.

Alternative A will give a violent mixing resulting in annhilation

reactions in the solar wind, but the end result may be similar to that of

D, vizy the formation of a number of clouds separated by Leidenfrost

layers. Also B and C »i l l give rise to J number of discrete clouds,

because--as w* know from the present seU.r wind--fluctuations in

e mi? 3 i en velocity fwhirh no Uov.ht •<*;,'i O'.ci.;! will prod us a ourchuig aft-sr

•i,')--ie time. S«* Figur»- 1.

The crucial problem is waei.fc.er roost of the ejected mass comes

from the small body or from the large body. In the first case the total

acceleration is given by the original mas s of the small body. If for a

given acceleration of the ambistar its mass loss is larger than according

to (16) the total acceleration before burn-out will be smaller. On the

other hand, if it always is the big body which supplies most of the mass

loss, a complete burn-out of the whole ambistar is possible, even in the

21



case when the original n u n ratio is rather far from unity. In this

case the end of its life is characterized by M — 0 and z — « .

This means that there may be QSOs with larger red shifts than

have been observed so far.

Hence we can see that there exists a possible mechanism for

almost unlimited red-shifts of QSOs, but it would not be fair to claim

that we can derive this mechanism from the present models with any

degree of certainty.

11.10. Observable properties of an arrbistar

Our ambistar model* are highly »symmetric, so that the

observed properties depend on ihe angle a between the axis and the

observer. We assume that the light which the observer receives is

proportional to the projected surface of the hct spot (neglecting limb

darkening). See Figure 4. It is a maximum (or a - 0 and goes

down -o about lOf» of this for c - 90°, and to zero for <* = 120°.

Hence for Q < a < 90° and possibly also up to 1^0° the .»mbistar

will be identified *s i. typical QSO. For <* > 120° the hot spot is

invisible and hence the emitted light is down by several orders of

magnitude. The ambi«t»r, if seen at all, will appear as an ordinary

star and not as a QSO.

The radio emission will also be asymmetric but as part of it

comes from e e" when they are



rather high above the surface of the ambistar, we should expect the

shadow effect of the star to be less pronounced than for the light emission.

The observed redahift z derives partly from the redshift z
U q

of the mother galaxy (which we assume to be "coamological") and partly

from the relative velocity 3 . c of the ambistar in relation to the

coordinate system of the galaxy which gives the redshift

2. = Y (1 + 0 cos a ) (26)
A A

2 1/7
with y = (1 . /3 ) . (This redshift is the sum of the Doppler

A A

redshift and the transverse redshift. ) If we assume z to be due to
g

a motion antiparallel to the vector radius towards the observer we

have

1 + z_ = (1 +•* )(1 + z . ) (27)
U 5 A

or

z - C + D cos a (28)

with

* >A • V. • I •• D * (1 + x ) P A
y A <2 9 ) ;

g A A g A A



Figure 5 gives some examples of how z varies

with <* • For a < 30 the redshifts are largest. In this domain

the QSOs will he observed through the exhaust clouds and hence may

show several sets of absorption lines with different redshift. For

30° < a t 120°, the redshift of the QSO decreases rapidly with

increasing or. The QSO is no longer seen through the exhaust gases

but the light may still show absorption lines produced in ordinary

interstellar clouds, which have essentially the same redshift as the

mother galaxy.

11:11 Blue shifts

When or exceeds the value giver by cos a - - C/D( which in

our examples varies between 106 and 132°), its emission changes

from redshift to blue shift. This takes place for a > 90° when the

visible area of the hot spot is down to 10% or lens and often at a > 120°

when the hot spot is invisible. This means that the ambistar is no

longer observed a* a QSO.

Hence a typical QSO will almost never show a blue shift.

Certainly there muat necessarily be blue shifted ambistar s. but they

should look like ordinary »tars--if they are observable at all (their

luminosity will be several orderr of magnitude lower than a typical

QSO).
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II: 12 Cone lus» ions

A comparison with observations (for example as summarized

in Physic a Scripta 1978) seems to indicate that our model is reconcilable

with quite a few of the most prominent observed properties of QSOs.

The usual view that QSOs are at 'coamological' distances

has not been supported by recent observations. Especially the different

redshlfts of objects which are apparently close together in space seem

to call for a non-cosmological interpretation. The mechanism suggested

in this paper may provide a reasonable explanation.

Of covtrse our results are model dependent and many serious

problems remain to be solved before we can obtain an acceptable theory

of the QSOs. However our study indicates that the assumption oi

annihilation as a possible energy source deserves to be taken seriously.
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III. QSO SCENARIO

Assuming annihilation to bo the energy lource of the QSOa and

adopting Ambiatar Model II we arrive at the following scenario

for their objects.

1. The origin of a QSO is a collision between a koinostar and

an ant i star. The place of birth is likely to be in the dense

core of a galaxy because stellar collisions are most frequent there.

2. The collision is not very different from the collision between

two stars of the same kind of matter. Unfortunately this process is not

very well understood, but existing models seem to indicate that if the

collisional velocity is not excessive a composite star will be formed

after a very violent period of minutes or hours. Its mass is

probably not less than 90% of the sunn of the masses. As the kinetic

energy of the impa.-.t is added to the sum of the internal energies of the

colliding stars, the composite star will initially be very hot and in a

state of violent oscillations. The high temperature will speed up the

nuclear reactions in the core, but the nuclear energy release during the

short collision period will be small compared to the kinetic energy

reactions and will not affect the collisicnal process appreciably. After

a time of the order of y*.z.i9 or more the composite star will settle down

to the properties of ». norrr>a!. s?.s>.r of th« same mass.



3. These results may b«» applicable to the brief rolLsiunal

period duricg whic^ an <imt*>iatar is iormed. Annihilation, which is

a phenomenon confined to a very thin bcimdarv layer between the two

kinds of matter, is not likely to be Large enough to change the collisional

process. For reason* given ic Section II we give a tentative description

of an ambistar by two semi-empirical ambistar models, the first

one referring to impacting bodies with very Large difference in mass,

the second one to bodies with comparable masses. The latter model

claims to describe a typical QSO.

4. The rotational axis of the ambistar is determined by the

rotation of its parents and especially by the impact parameters. Hence

we expect it to have a random orientation in space.

5. The two kinds of matter will be separated by a Leidenfrost

layer in which an intense annihilation takes place. The annihilation gives

rite to neutrinos which are of no importance,to Y-rays which are largely

absorbed inside the ambistar, and to a relativistic e e gas which will

be largely emitted, probably mostly in a direction parallel or anti-

parallel to the rotational axis. An intense heating will occur, mostly

from the absorbed v-rays, which will make a region around the axis

very hot. The hottest region may be a circle around the axis (as in

Model I)--perhaps with maximum temperatures at two opposite spots--

but it may also be tho whole polar cap limited by the ooiar distance a^ .
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There will be a plaizna emission of the solar wind type, most intense

above the hottest region which we assume is up to an angle Q from

the pole. Like in the solar wind the ejection velocity will vary, with

the result that density variations build up, eventually resulting in the

formation of a number of discrete clouds.

6. The recoil force of the emtted e e gas, light emission and

plasma emission will give an efficient rocket acceleration of the ambi-

star. The "exhaust gases" will be confined to the angle »j from the axis.

7. The rocket effect will accelerate the ambistar, possibly up to

close to the velocity of light. As a galactic core usually has the dimen-

'2sion of 10 ' cm, the ambistar is likely to remain inside the mother
4

galaxy for at least 10 years which is comparable to its lifetime. An

escape is poasilbc if the birthplace is in the outer region and its lifetime

is long enough.

8. The observed properties of an ambistar depend on the location

of the observer in relation to the axis.

There are three different regions: (Ref* Fig. 4)

Within the angle a < a, from the axis the observer will see

a QSO which is very hot (broad emission lines) through the "exhaust

gases" of the rocket which consist of a number of discrete clouds.

These may cool down rather rapidly after the emission, so the absorption

lines may be sharp. At its birth tee QSO has the same recishift as its

mother galaxy, but due fo the rocket effect this will change-- usually
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increase. The redshifts ol the v.x±iaust cloud» will be smaller than that

of the QSO. They may be larger or smaller than ih.it of the mother galaxy.

9. If a < a no absorption from the exhaust clouds will be

observed. However during its path through the galaxy the QSO may

pass behind normal interstellar clouds, which will cause an absorption.

The redshift of these should be the same as that of the galaxy. (This

will happen also for or < or . ) For large values of a the red shift seen

from the galaxy coordinate system will be »mailer. At the same time

the luminosity will decrease because an observer u-ill see the hot region

under a less favorable angle. When we reach « j + 90 , the hot region

will be invisible and tLe luminosity will fall by several orders of magnitude.

10. When a certain angle a^ is reached we pass from redshift

to blue shift seen from the coordinate system of the galaxy. The value

of a , is always > 90 and it approaches lbO° if v - . c. As the

galaxy is generally red shifted we have to go up to a »rill larger angxe

ajj in order to change from red shift to blue shift in our coordinate

system. When we have reached *3 we are likely to ses nothing or v»ry

little of the hot polar region.

11. tltncf. there should exist blue shifted ambistara, but t-hey

will not, look any different from o.-duiary s'ars. Due to the annihilation

heatUUK their luminosity may oe, perhap», i'1 '<r ' :'° ••inies iaryer

than that of an ordinary star but thev_wi.'l not be ldantxtitd w i h a QSO

7.9



which normally are "• 10 tim».- J more luminous.

Hence the abaence oi observed blue shift g is not an argument

against our local acceleration model.

12. The energy release of an observed QSO has so far always been

calculated under the assumption of an iaotropic emission of radiation.

According to our model the emiaaion is highly aniaotropic and the usual

values ahould be reduced by a factor probably not exceeding 10. Further,

because QSOa may be located at distances much smaller than the "coamo-

logical" distances, the energy release figures may be revised downwarda

by one or perhaps several orders of magnitude.

13. A QSO will become an ordinary star when the mass of the

smaller component is completely annihilated. The lifetime of a QSO

could not exceed T = 2 M o P where M is the mass of the small

star. With M - 103 3 g and P = 1042 erg sec"1 we find T = 2. 10 sec

« 10 years.

As the total number of known QSOs is of the order 10 ,
->

there must be more than 10*"" setellar collisions per year leading to

the foimation of obf.eivabj.*» QSOs.

14. _A_5eyfert r?.laxv may rsprefersfc th« childhood of a QSO. when

it do**s not yet have a lar«« -"• iccity >r roiaiion f- its niothe" galaxy. It

is also possible thai ".!v-.s<* obj«:.r.s s f . tro^'-iceo by a • ol.Dsion between

objects of very H if ft tent :-n*sse3, 30 that they should be described by

Model 1.
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Fig. 1. Energy emission W when a condensed body with mass n

annihilates in stars.

A. W - me . Neutrino energy and also total non-neutrino energy.

Represents upper limit to total electromagnetic radiation

(Including light) from ambistar.

b. W * -r me . Energy released as e e relatlvistlc gas.

B. Most of the e e is emitted but self-annihilation gives saturation

25at M ~ 10 g. The curve gives the upper limit to emitted synchrotron

radiation and also to the contribution to the continuous X-ray back-

ground radiation. See 11:2,

2 2c. » « T « C . Energy released as y-rays.

C. Because of absorption in the condensed body and the cloud produced when

it evaporates, the emitted Y-radiation saturates, in part already when

a ~ 105 g. See 1:6.
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Fig. 2. Schasade density profile la a boundary layer

separating natter froa anclaacccr la Che case of a fully ionized anblplassa

confined in a Magnetic field B. The latter reverses direction at the

plan* * • 0, on account of « current 1 flowing in the y direction within

a aagnetlc neutral sheet. Hattar and astlaatter diffuse from each side

of the regions x « 0 and * » 0 toward* the central plane x • 0, to com-

pensate for Che loss of particles due to annihilation In the layer defined by
*

- X . < x < x Q. The neutral sheet region defined by * x
a<

 x < * forms an

inner part of the boundary layer, (fro» Lehnert 1978)
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Fig. 3. Ambistar Model I

Near the surface a' a" of a star of one kind of matter there is a volume

of matter of the opposite kind, limited by a circular surface F and a

cylindrical surface C. The axis of symmetry is ?. z ' . The two kinds

of matter are separated by Leidenlrost layers. A relativistic gas of e+ e"

(10 eV) is ejected, essentially perpendicular to the stellar surface.

In case the height of the cylinder is so large that the mass density exceeds

~10 g cm" most of the V-rays are absorbed. The intense energy

release makes the surface region near the cylinder very hot, causing

a very strong emission of light.



Fig. 4. Amblstar Model II

Observable properties of an aabistar depend on the angle a between

observer and axis. If a < 30 , the ambistar is a QSO seen through

the exhaust clouds which ttay cause several sets' of absorption lines.

In addition, there aav be absorption in Interstellar clouds for any

value of a.

The apparent luminosity depends on how ouch of the hot spot is visible.

See Fig. 5.

The observable redshift la a function of o (see Fig.5) For a < a. + 90 ,

the ambiSi.ar looks like a QSO with redshift and for o > a-, was an ordinary

star with blueshift. If a. + 90°< a., there may be a narrow region where

a faint blueshifted QSO may be observable.
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Fig. 5. Properties of ambistar as a function of the an^le a between

observer and axis.

" " Apparent surface of the hot spot (assumed to be a measure

of the luminosity).

1 Redshift-blueshift from (28) ot star moving with velocity /3

in relation to the mother galaxy which has the cosmological red shift z .

The object is classified as a QSO only if the hot spot is observable,

which means for a < 120°. In our examples the QSOs are always

redshifted (except for z = 0, fl = 0.5, 105° < o < 120° where
g A

blue shift is possible but the luminosity in this region is very small).
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The possibility that annihilation is a major source of energy in cosmic- physics
is discussed. Since Klein suggested that the Universe might be matter-antimatter
symmetric over two decades ago, there have been a significant number of papers
developing the consequences of this view. These have however been largely ignored
in the general literature. There have also been a number of papers claiming to
prove that there cannot be antimatter anywhere in the observable Universe. In the
first part of this paper an assessment of the differing views is given and it is
shovn that none of the arguments against antimatter is convincing. The existence
of antimatter is not in conflict with any observational fact. The reason for the
negative attitude toward the existence of antimatter seems to be that this view
is in conflict with a number of speculative but "generally accepted" theories.
However, recent magnetosph<?ric and heliospheric research, including ijn situ mea-
surements of cosmic plasmas, is now drastically changing cosmic plasma physics in
a vay that leads to growing skepticism about quite a feu of the speculative theories.

An attempt is made to develop a simple phenomenological model of QSOs based on
star-antistar collisions. This model can account for such Vasic observational
properties as the acceleration to very large (non-eosmologicul) velocities, the
existence of broad emission lines, and at the same time narrow absorption lines
with different redshifts. The absence of blue-shifts is also explained. The
nodel predicts that relatively young QSOs should be at cosmological distances
whereas the old ones may very well be much closer to us than indicated by their
redshift.
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